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Wychreschuk v. Sellors, 1988 CarswellMan 32 

1988 CarswellMan 32, [1988] C.L.D. 1968, [1988] M.J. No. 480,12 A.C.W.S. (3d) 153... 

1988 CarswellMan 32 
Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench 

Wychreschuk v. Sellors 

1988 CarswellMan 32, [1988] C.L.D. 1968, [1988] M.J. No. 480, 
12 A.C.W.S. (3d) 153, 55 Man. R. (2d) 89, 71 C.B.R. (N.S.) 37 

Re SELLORS; WYCHRESCHUK and WYCHRESCHUK 
v. SELLORS and KEITH G. COLLINS LTD. (Trustee) 

Monnin J. 

Judgment: October 21,1988 
Docket: Winnipeg No. 486/86 

Counsel: D. Kohuch, for applicants. 
A.H Dalmyn, for respondent. 

Subject: Corporate and Commercial; Insolvency; Civil Practice and Procedure 

Related Abridgment Classifications 
For all relevant Canadian Abridgment Classifications refer to highest level of case via History. 

Headnote 
Bankruptcy — Practice and procedure in Courts — Discovery and examinations — By others 

Proceedings — Against discharged bankrupt — Leave of court — Defendant counterclaiming against architect and 
builder in builder's lien action — Litigation costs resulting in architect's bankruptcy — Defendant seeking leave to 
continue counterclaim against bankrupt 18 months after his discharge—Applicants clearly seeking opportunity to examine 
discharged bankrupt for discovery in counterclaim against builder — Compelling reasons to justify granting leave not 
existing — Appeal from order granting leave allowed. 

In defending a builder's lien action, the applicants counterclaimed against the builder and the respondent. The cost of 
litigation became too great a financial burden for the respondent who made an assignment into bankruptcy in 1986. The 
applicants opposed the respondent's application for discharge and as a result the respondent was granted a conditional 
discharge in January 1987. In February 1987 the respondent was granted an absolute discharge. 18 months after the 
absolute discharge, the applicants obtained leave under s. 49 of the Bankruptcy Act to continue the counterclaim against 
the respondent. The respondent appealed. 

Held: 

Appeal allowed. 

In order for leave to be granted, an applicant must demonstrate to the court that compelling reasons exist to permit an 
action either to be commenced or to proceed. The granting of leave is a discretionary matter. 

Here, it was clear that the applicants were seeking an opportunity to examine the respondent for discovery in their suit 
with the builder. As this particular suit brought about the bankruptcy of the respondent, and leave was only being sought 

W^itUnvNext- CANADA Copyright 1) Thomson Reuters Canada Limited or its licensors (excluding individual court documents). Al! rights reserved. 



Wychreschuk v. Sellers, 1988 CarswellMan 32 

1988 CarswellMan 32, [1988] C.L.D. 1968, [1988] M.J. No. 480, 12 A.C.W.S. (3d) 153... 

18 months after the granting of the absolute discharge, sufficiently compelling reasons did not exist to justify granting 
the application. 

Tabic of Authorities 

Cases considered: 

Advocate Mines Ltd., Re (1984), 52 C.B.R. (N.S.) 277 (Ont. S.C.) —referred to 

Bookman, Re (1983), 47 C.B.R. (N.S.) 144 (Ont. S.C.) — referred to 

Bowles v. Barber (1985), 60 C.B.R. (N.S.) 311, 36 Man. R. (2d) 209 (C.A.) — considered 

Cravit, Re (1984), 54 C.B.R. (N.S.) 214, 47 C.P.C. 31 (Ont. S.C.)— referred 

Keeling, Re; Kazantzis v. ^t,/m^(1976), 22 C.B.R. (N.S.) 192 (Ont. S.C.) — referred to 

Pizzey v. Derrough, 58 C.B.R. (N.S.) 129, [1986] 1 W.W.R. 86,43 Sask. R. 138 (Q.B.) — referred to 

Sharp v. McHenry; Sharp i>. Brown (1886), 55 L.T. 747 (Ch. D.) — referred to 

Statutes considered: 

Bankruptcy Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. B-3 [now R.S.C. 1985, c. B-3] 

s. 49 [now s. 69] 

s. 162(4) [nows. 192(4)] 

Builders' Liens Act, S.M. 1980-81, c. 7 (also C.C.S.M., c. B91) [nowR.S.M. 1987, c. B91] 

Appeal from order granting leave to continue counterclaim against discharged bankrupt. 

Monnin J.: 

The respondent John Arthur Sellors ("Sellors") comes before the court by way of appeal, pursuant to s. 162(4) of the 
Bankruptcy Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. B-3 ("the Act"), and Bankruptcy Rules, R. 48 from an order made by the registrar in bankruptcy 
where the applicants were granted leave under s. 49 of the Act to continue a counterclaim against Sellors. 

1 

2 At the conclusion of oral argument, I delivered brief reasons from the bench granting the application and setting aside the 
registrar's order, along with the costs in the order of S175 plus disbursements. I indicated at the time that I would be prepared to 
provide more refined reasons for judgment if counsel requested, in substance, of course, consistent with those orally delivered 
from the bench. I have now received such a request. 

Sellors is an architect, who was retained by the applicants in 1983 to prepare plans for a house. The applicants hired a 
builder by the name of D'Avignon. Problems arose between D'Avignon and the applicants, and eventually D'Avignon ceased 
work on the house, registered a claim of lien under the Builders' Liens Act, C.C.S.M., c. B91, and commenced a suit in this 
court. The applicants defended the action and counterclaimed against D'Avignon and Sellors. The cost of litigation eventually 
became too great a financial burden for Sellors, and on 11th June 1986 he made an assignment into bankruptcy. On 16th January 
1987 Sellors' trustee in bankruptcy made an application for Sellors to be discharged as a bankrupt. The application was opposed 

3 
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Wychreschuk v. Seiiors, 1988 CarswellMan 32 

1988 CarswellMan 32, [1988] C.L.D. 1968, [1988] M J. No. 480,12 A.C.W.S. (3d) 153... 

by the applicants and as a result of this opposition Sellers was granted a discharge, conditional upon the payment of $4,000. 
The moneys were paid and Sellers was absolutely discharged on 24th February 1987. The applicants did not bring a motion 
for leave when they opposed the discharge and in fact only sought such leave for the first time on 24th August 1988. Sellers' 
trustee in bankruptcy did not appear before the registrar or this court on the application for leave. 

4 Section 49(1) of the Act provides: 

49(1) Upon the filing of a proposal made by an insolvent person or upon the bankruptcy of any debtor, no creditor with 
a claim provable in bankruptcy shall have any remedy against the debtor or his property or shall commence or continue 
any action, execution or other proceedings for the recovery of a claim provable in bankruptcy until the trustee has been 
discharged or until the proposal has been refused, unless with the leave of the court and on such terms as the court may 
impose. 

5 In order for leave to be granted, an applicant must demonstrate to the court that there exist compelling reasons to permit 
an action either to commence or to proceed. 

6 Counsel for the applicants cited numerous authorities, which are listed as App. 1 to these reasons, but relied mainly on the 
Ontario Supreme Court (In Bankruptcy) decision of Re Advocate Mines Ltd. (1984), 52 C.B.R. (N.S.) 277, which sets out at p. 
278 instances in which courts have granted leave to commence or continue proceedings against a bankrupt. 

7 Notwithstanding the number of decisions cited, the fact still remains that the granting of leave is a discretionary matter. 

Counsel for Sellers referred the court to Bowles v. Barber (1985), 60 C.B.R. (N.S.) 311, 36 Man. R. (2d) 209, a decision in 
which our Court of Appeal quashed my granting leave at first instance. Huband J.A., writing for the court, stated [pp. 210-11]: 
8 

The fundamental idea of the legislation is that all claims against the bankrupt be dealt with within the context of the 
bankruptcy proceedings. The bankrupt himself is presumably bereft of assets with which to engage in continuing or new 
litigation contemporaneous with his bankruptcy. If the claimant has a claim which sounds in fraud, unless there is some 
compelling reason why it should proceed (such as an approaching limitation date for example), the action can wait until 
the bankrupt is discharged. 

In the course of argument in this case it emerged that the applicant, Bowles — perhaps along with others — is engaged 
in litigation against a lawyer or lawyers relating to real estate deals involving the respondent, Barber. It was candidly 
indicated that if leave to proceed with the action were granted, it would afford the opportunity to examine the respondent, 
Barber, on discovery, which in turn might provide valuable information relative to the related litigation. Much stronger 
grounds must be advanced to persuade the court that it is appropriate to grant leave to proceed with the intended action 
against the respondent, Barber, at this time. . 

9 Notwithstanding all of the reasons advanced by the applicants to justify leave being granted, it is clear and uncontradicted 
that what the applicants really are seeking is the opportunity of examining Sellers for discovery in their suit with their builder. 
Keeping in mind that it is this particular suit that brought about the bankruptcy of Sellers and that leave is now being sought 
some 18 months after the granting of the absolute discharge, and being mindful of the words of Huband J.A. in Bowles v. 
Barber, I am not persuaded that there is in the circumstances of this case sufficiently compelling reason to justify granting 
leave to continue proceedings. I therefore grant the respondent's request and set aside the order of the registrar, with costs to 
the respondent Sellors in the order of $175 plus disbursements. 

Appendix I 

Case Authorities 

1. Sharp v. McHenry; Sharp v. Brown (1886). 55 L.T. 747 (Ch. D.). 10 

2. Re Cravit (1984), 54 C.B.R. (N.S.) 214, 47 C.P.C. 31 (Ont. S.C.). 11 
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Wychreschuk v. Sellers, 1988 CarswellMan 32 

1988 CarswellMan 32, [1988] C.L.D. 1968, [1988] M.J. No. 480,12 A.C.W.S. (3d) 153... 

12 3. Re Advocate Mines Ltd., supra. 

4. Re Keeling; Kazantzis v. Keeling (1976), 22 C.B.R. (N.S.) 192 (Ont. S.C.). 13 

5. Re Bookman (1983), 47 C.B.R. (N.S.) 144 (Ont. S.C.). 14 

15 6. Pizzey v. Derrough. 5S C.B.R. (N.S.) 129, [1986] 1 W.W.R. 86,43 Sask. R. 138 (Q.B.). 

16 7. Bowles v. Barber, supra. 
Appeal allowed. 

Copyriiiln 'C Thomson Renters Gmad;i Limited or its licensors (excluding individual court documenis). All rights 

reserved. 
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Carleton University v. Mercier, 2001 CarswellOnt 121 

2001 CarswellOnt 121, [2001] O.J. No. 84,102 A.C.W.S. (3d)651, 21 C.B.R. (4th)227 

2001 CarswellOnt 121 
Ontario Superior Court of Justice 

Carleton University v, Mercier 

2001 CarswellOnt 121, [2001] O.J. No. 84,102 A.C.W.S. (3d) 651, 21 C.B.R. (4th) 227 

Carleton University, Plaintiff and Alan L. Mercier, Louise Hurley-Mercier, 
Almerco Rechereche Inc., and Almerco International Inc., Defendants 

Chadwick J. 

Judgment: January 8,2001 
Docket: 99-CV-12371 

Counsel: Daniel Leduc, for Plaintiff 
Robert E. Lewis, for Defendants 

Subject: Insolvency; Civil Practice and Procedure 

Related Abridgment Classifications 
For all relevant Canadian Abridgment Classifications refer to highest level of case via History. 

Headnote 
Bankruptcy — Effect of bankruptcy on other proceedings — Proceedings against bankrupt — Before discharge 
of trustee — Miscellaneous issues 

University brought action to recover research grant from defendants — University had commenced separate action against 
bankrupt company, which was stayed under s. 69 of Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act — Defendants brought application to 
add bankrupt company as party to action — Application dismissed — University opposed adding bankrupt company — 
No affidavit material supporting addition of bankrupt company as party was provided — University was entitled to control 
own litigation and to decide parties to it — Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. B-3, s. 69. 

Bankruptcy — Practice and procedure in courts — Stay of proceedings 

University brought action to recover research grant from defendants — University had commenced separate action against 
bankrupt company, which was stayed under s. 69 of Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act — Defendants brought application 
in superior court to add bankrupt company as party to action, and to lift stay — Application dismissed without prejudice 
— Although application to lift stay was properly brought in bankruptcy court, in complex commercial matters where 
relief is sought under both Rules of Civil Procedure and Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, superior court had jurisdiction 
to make order — Application to lift stay was not supported by affidavit material demonstrating how defendants related to 
bankrupt company — Application to lift stay should be brought in other action, against bankrupt company — Bankruptcy 
and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. B-3, s. 69 — Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 194. 

Tabic of Authorities 

Statutes considered: 

Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. B-3 
Generally — referred to 

s. 69 [rep. & sub. 1992, c. 27, s. 36(1); am. 1997, c. 12, s. 62(1)] — considered 

WestlawNextvCANADA Copyright ©Thomson Reuters Canada Limited or its licensors (excluding individual court documents). All rights reserved. 



Carleton University v. Mercier, 2001 CarsweiiOnt 121 

2001 CarsweiiOnt 121, [2001] O.J. No. 84,102 A.C.W.S. (3d) 651, 21 C.B.R. (4th) 227 

s. 69.4 [rep. & sub. 1997, c. 12, s. 65(1)] — pursuant to 

s. 69.31 [en. 1997, c. 12, s. 65(1)] —referred to 

s. 183 — referred to 

Rules considered: 

Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O. 1990,Reg. 194 
Generally — referred to 

R. 5.03 —referred to 

APPLICATION by defendants to lift stay against bankrupt company and to add bankrupt as co-defendant. 

Chadwick J.: 

The Plaintiff, Carleton University, is seeking to recover from the Defendants the sum of Three Million, Five Hundred 
and Sixty-Five Thousand, Two Hundred and Twenty-Five Dollars and Forty-Seven Cents ($3,565,225.47) which represents 
the amount of a research grant made to Almerco Inc., now a bankrupt company. 

1 

2 Counsel for the Defendants, Almerco Recherche Inc. and Almerco International Inc. seek to add the bankrupt Almerco 
Inc. as a party in this action. 

3 The Plaintiff, Carleton University, had commenced a separate action against Almerco Inc. (99-CV-9530) for the recovery 
of the research grant monies in the amount of $3,565,225.47. This action has been stayed by the application of Section 69 of 
the, 1992, c.27, Bankniptcy and Insolvency Act 1997, c.12. 

4 Counsel for die Defendants, Almerco Recherche Inc. and Almerco International Inc. moves in this action the Superior 
Court of Justice to lift the stay pursuant to Section 69.4 of the 6IA. 

5 The Plaintiff raises an issue as to the jurisdiction of the Superior Court of Justice to lift the stay under the Bankruptcy and 
Insolvency Act. It would be preferable that the motion under Section 69 be brought in the Bankniptcy Court, however, it does 
not preclude a Judge in the Superior Court of Justice from making an Order lifting the stay in the appropriate case. 

6 The BIA confers on a pre-existing Court in each Province jurisdiction in bankruptcy. The jurisdiction given to the various 
pre-existing Court specified in S 183 of the BIA is described as being "such jurisdiction at law and in equity as will enable them 
to exercise original, auxiliary and ancillary jurisdiction in bankruptcy and in other proceedings authorized" by the BIA. 

7 The general rule under the BIA stipulates that the practice in civil actions shall apply to all proceedings brought under BIA 
unless the civil Rules are inconsistent with what is otherwise provided in the BIA or other bankruptcy Rules. 

In the case at bar, there are two motions: the motion lifting the stay should properly brought in the Bankruptcy Court; 
the motion to add a party would be brought in the Superior Court of Justice. One of the purposes of the Bankruptcy Court is 
to provide a forum which is less expensive and readily accessible to creditors and debtors. However, in complex commercial 
matters where relief is sought both under both the Rules of Practice and the BIA, I see no restriction on a Judge of the Superior 
Court of Justice making such orders. It would be costly to require two separate motions. 

8 

9 Having accepted jurisdiction, I find the Defendants' motion to lift the stay is not supported by any affidavit material 
showing how these Defendants relate to the bankrupt. The motion to lift the stay should be brought in Action No. 99-CV-9530. 
The Defendants will have to show that they are either a creditor of the bankrupt company or a person affected by the operation 

WystlawNext CANAOA Copyright© Thomson Reuters Canada Limited or its licensors (excluding individual court documents). All rights reserved. 2 
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of S 69.31. As such, I would dismiss the application to lift the stay without prejudice to the Defendants bringing their motion 
in the proceedings where the stay applies (99-CV-9530). 

10 The second part of this motion to force the Plaintiff to add the bankrupt company as a party in this action is also dismissed. 

11 Rule 5.03, Rules of Civil Procedure, provides for the adding of necessary parties to the litigation. Although this litigation 
is complex, there is no affidavit material to support the adding of the bankrupt company. 

12 The Plaintiff opposes the adding of the bankrupt company. If, at the end of the day, the bankrupt company should have 
been a party defendant, then I would anticipate the hearing Judge will make an Order of Costs in favour of the Defendants. The 
Plaintiff is entitled to control its own litigation and to decide who it wants as a party. 

13 I would expect, if the stay is lifted in action no. 99-CV-9530, the matter should be tried with this action. 

14 The Plaintiff will be entitled to their costs of this motion, fixed at $ 1,000.00 payable forthwith. 
Application dismissed. 

Copyriglu i '  Thomson Reulcrs Canada Limited or ils licensors (excluding indh idual conn documents). AH righls 

reserved. 

End of Document 
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Ma, Re, 2001 CarswellOnt 1019 
2001 CarswellOnt 1019, [2001] O.J. No. 1189,104A.C.W.S. (3d) 261, 143 0.A.C. 52... 

2001 CarswellOnt 1019 
Ontario Court of Appeal 

Ma, Re 

2001 CarswellOnt 1019, [2001] O.J. No. 1189,104 A.C.W.S. (3d) 261,143 O.A.C. 52,24 C.B.R. (4th) 68 

In the Matter of the Bankruptcy of James Hoi-Pang Ma, of the City of 
Mississauga, in the Regional Municipality of Peel, in the Province of Ontario 

James Hoi-Pang Ma (Bankrupt (Appellant)) and Toronto Dominion Bank (Applicant (Respondent)) 

Abella, Charron, Sharpe JJ.A. 

Judgment: March 23, 2001 
Judgment: April 4,2001 (Written Reasons) 

Docket: CA C34958 

Proceedings: affirming (2000), 20 C.B.R. (4th) 267 (Ont. Bktcy.); affirming (2000), 19 C.B.R. (4th) 117 (Ont. Bktcy.) 

Counsel: Chi-Kun Shi, for Appellant 
Bruce S. Batist, for Respondent 
William J. Meyer, Q.C., for Trustee in Bankruptcy 

Subject: Insolvency; Civil Practice and Procedure 

Related Abridgment Classifications 
For all relevant Canadian Abridgment Classifications refer to highest level of case via History. 

Headnote 
Bankruptcy — Effect of bankruptcy on other proceedings — Proceedings against bankrupt — Before discharge 
of trustee — Granting of leave 

Creditor of undischarged bankrupt brought motion for order lifting stay of proceedings to permit creditor to commence 
and continue fraudulent misrepresentation action against bankrupt — Creditor's motion was granted — Deputy registrar 
held creditor's proposed action was type of claim that should be allowed to proceed — Deputy registrar held examination 
of merits of claim was not appropriate — Bankrupt's appeal was dismissed — Presence in proposed action of defendants 
other than bankrupt was sufficient prejudice to justify lifting stay — Bankrupt appealed—Appeal dismissed—Reviewing 
judge correctly concluded deputy registrar was correct in finding sufficient prejudice to creditor to justify lifting stay — 
No requirement existed to establish prima facie case — Onus was on creditor to establish basis for order lifting automatic 
stay under s. 69.4 of Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act — Deputy registrar's finding accorded with s. 69.4 of Act and was 
supported by record — Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. B-3, s. 69.4. 

Table of Authorities 

Cases considered: 

Arrojo Investments v. Cardamone (1995), 33 C.B.R. (3d) 46 (Ont. Gen. Div.) — referred to 

Bowles v. Barber (1985), 36 Man. R. (2d) 209, 60 C.B.R. (N.S.) 311 (Man. C.A.) — not followed 

WestlawNext- CANADA Copyright © Thomson Reuters Canada Limited or its licensors (excluding individual court documents). All rights reserved. 



Ma, Re. 2001 CarswellOnt 1019 

2001 CarswellOnt 1019, [2001] O.J. No. 1189,104A.C.W.S. (3d) 261,143 O.A.C. 52... 

Francisco, Re (1995), 19 C.L.R. (2d) 146, 32 C.B.R. (3d) 29 (Ont. Bktcy.) — applied 

Francisco, Re (1996), 40 C.B.R. (3d) 77 (Ont. C.A.) — referred to 

Statutes considered: 

Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. B-3 
s. 69.4 [rep. & sub. 1997, c. 12, s. 65(1)] — considered 

APPEAL by bankrupt from order lifting stay of proceedings against bankrupt, 2000 CarswellOnt 4416, 20 C.B.R. (4th) 267 
(Ont. Bktcy.). 

Endorsement. Per curiam: 

The appellant argues that when considering an application to lift a stay under s. 69.4 of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency 
Act, R.S.C. 1985, c.B-3, the applicant is required to establish a prima facie case for the proposed action. Bowles v. Barber 
(1985), 60 C.B.R. (N.S.) 311 (Man. C.A.) is cited in support of this proposition. It is argued that to the extent Ontario cases 
such as Arrojo Investments v. Cardamone (1995), 33 C.B.R. (3d) 46 (Ont. Gen. Div.) apply a more lenient standard, they are 
inconsistent with decisions from other provinces. 

1 

2 In our view there is no requirement to establish a prima facie case and no inconsistency in the case law. We do not agree 
that Bowles v. Barber imposes a prima facie case requirement. More importantly, that requirement is not imposed by the statute. 
Under s. 69.4 the court may make a declaration lifting the automatic stay if it is satisfied (a) that the creditor is "likely to be 
materially prejudiced by [its] continued operation" or (b) "that it is equitable on other grounds to make such a declaration." 
The approach to be taken on s. 69.4 application was considered by Adams J. in Re Francisco (1995), 32 C.B.R. (3d) 29 (Ont. 
Bktcy.), at 29-30, a decision affirmed by this court (1996). 40 C.B.R. (3d) 77 (Ont. C.A.): 

In considering an application for leave, the function of a bankruptcy court is not to inquire into the merits of the action 
sought to be commenced or continued. Instead, the role is one of ensuring that sound reasons, consistent with the scheme 
of the Banb-uptcy and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 1985, c.B-3, exist for relieving against the otherwise automatic stay of 
proceedings. 

As this passage makes clear, lifting the automatic stay is far from a routine matter. There is an onus on the applicant to 
establish a basis for the order within the meaning of s. 69.4. As stated in Re Francisco, the role of the court is to ensure that 
there are "sound reasons, consistent with the scheme of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act" to relieve against the automatic 
stay. While the test is not whether there is a prima facie case, that does not, in our view, preclude any consideration of the 
merits of the proposed action where relevant to the issue of whether there are "sound reasons" for lifting the stay. For example, 
if it were apparent that the proposed action had little prospect of success, it would be difficult to find that there were sound 
reasons for lifting the stay. 

3 

4 In the case before us, Justice Lane found that the Deputy Registrar was correct in finding that the applicant would suffer 
sufficient prejudice to justify an order lifting the stay. This finding accords with s. 69.4 and is supported by the record. We see 
no basis for interfering with his conclusion. The appeal is therefore dismissed with costs. 

Appeal dismissed. 

Copyrigin C Thomson Rcuu-rs Cmiatki Limited or its licensors (excluding iudividiml court documcnis). All rights 

reserved. 

Had of Document 
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Catahan, Re, 2003 CarswellOnt 1217 
2003 CarswellOnt 1217, [2003] O.J. No. 1300,40 C.B.R. (4th) 3 

2003 CarswellOnt 1217 
Ontario Superior Court of Justice 

Catahan, Re 

2003 CarswellOnt 1217, [2003] O.J. No. 1300,40 C.B.R. (4th) 3 

In the Matter of the Bankruptcy of Richard Catahan 

Deputy Registrar Nettie 

Heard: March 10, 2003 
Judgment: March 18, 2003 

Docket: 32-134956 

Counsel: Roger Jaipargas, for Applicant, Cancer Care Ontario 
Richard B. Jones, for Respondent, Bankrupt 

Subject: Civil Practice and Procedure; Insolvency 

Related Abridgment Classifications 
For all relevant Canadian Abridgment Classifications refer to highest level of case via History. 

Headnote 
Bankruptcy — Effect of bankruptcy on other proceedings — Proceedings against bankrupt — Before discharge 
of trustee — Granting of leave 

Bankrupt made assignment in bankruptcy in January 2003 — Bankrupt had been employed by creditor until summer of 
2002 — In October 2002, creditor brought action for damages against bankrupt and two others alleging fraud, fraudulent 
misrepresentation, conspiracy, theft, breach of employment contract, unlawful interference with economic relations and 
breach of fiduciary duty — Creditor pleaded applicability of s. 178 of Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act — Creditor brought 
application for declaration under s. 69.4 of Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act that stay of proceedings under s. 69.3 was not 
operative with respect to its action against bankrupt — Application granted — Facts as pleaded by creditor in action made 
out liability which, if proven at trial, would come within s. 178 of Act and would not be released by order of discharge — 
To delve into merits of creditor's case on weighing of affidavit evidence was inappropriate and beyond scope of application 
for declaration under s. 69.4 of Act — Relevant test on application for declaration that stay of proceedings is no longer 
operative is whether creditor will suffer prejudice — Financial ability of bankrupt to defend action while in bankruptcy is 
not relevant factor — Inability to discover bankrupt would lead to material prejudice against creditor. 

Table of Authorities 

Cases considered by Deputy Registrar Nettie: 

Advocate Mines Ltd., Re, 52 C.B.R. (N.S.) 277, 1984 CarswellOnt 156 (Ont. S.C.) — followed 

Bowles v. Barber, 36 Man. R. (2d) 209, 60 C.B.R. (N.S.) 311, 1985 CarswellMan 33 (Man. C.A.) — considered 

Cumberland Trading Inc., Re, 23 C.B.R. (3d) 225, 1994 CarswellOnt 255 (Ont. Gen. Div. [Commercial List]) — 
referred to 

Francisco, Re, 40 C.B.R. (3d) 77, 1996 CarswellOnt 2176 (Ont. C.A.) — followed 
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Hodder, Re, 2002 CarswellOnt 3283, 36 C.B.R. (4th) 242 (Ont. S.C.J.) — referred to 

Ma, Re, 2000 CarswellOnt 2798, 19 C.B.R. (4th) 117 (Ont. Bktcy.) — followed 

Ma, Re, 2001 CarswellOnt 1019,24 C.B.R. (4th) 68.143 O.A.C. 52 (Ont. C.A.) — followed 

Statutes considered: 

Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. B-3 
Generally — referred to 

s. 69.3 [en. 1992, c. 27, s. 36(1)] — considered 

s. 69.4 [en. 1992, c. 27, s. 36(1)] — considered 

s. 69(1) — considered 

s. 121(2) — referred to 

s. 135 —referred to 

s. 135(1.1) [en. 1997, c. 12, s. 89(1)] — referred to 

s. 178 — referred to 

Rules considered: 

Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.0.1990, Reg. 194 
R. 31.09 — referred to 

R. 31.10 — considered 

R. 34.15( 1 )(b) — referred to 

APPLICATION by creditor for declaration under s. 69.4 of Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act that stay of proceedings was not 
operative with respect to its action against bankrupt. 

Deputy Registrar Nettie'. 

This was the application by Cancer Care Ontario ("CCO") for a declaration under s. 69.4 of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency 
Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. B-3 (the "Act") that the stay of proceedings set out in the Act, as against the Bankrupt, is no longer operative 
with respect to Superior Court of Justice Action No. 02-CV-237199CM1 (the "Action"). The motion was argued before me 
on March 10, 2003, and I reserved my decision. Later that day, and unbidden, I received further written submissions from 
Mr. Jones, counsel for the Bankrupt, and a written response thereto from counsel for CCO. Although not requested, I have 
considered the contents of those letters in coming to my conclusions herein. The Trustee in this matter does not oppose the 
relief sought, so long as it is not involved in the proceedings, and there is no cost to the Estate. 

1 

Facts 

2 The Bankrupt made an assignment in bankruptcy on January 9,2003. Well prior to that time, he had been in the employ of 
CCO, and was released from that employ in the summer of2002. On October 8,2002, three months before the bankruptcy, CCO 
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issued a Statement of Claim, thereby commencing the Action. In the Action, CCO alleges that it has suffered damages as a result 
of the actions of the Bankrupt, and two co-defendants. The co-defendants are not bankrupt. Specifically, the allegations against 
the Bankrupt are for damages in the amount of $539,871.43, plus further amounts, for fraud, fraudulent misrepresentation, 
conspiracy, theft, breach of employment contract, unlawful interference with economic relations, and breach of fiduciary duty. 
Other relief is also sought. Of note, CCO specifically pleaded the applicability of s. 178 of the Act to the defendants' liability 
to it. That pleading was, as noted above, three months prior to the Bankrupt's making of an assignment. 

3 The Bankrupt, prior to his bankruptcy, entered a Statement of Defence and Counterclaim. In it, he denies all liability for 
damages to CCO, and pleads that CCO was aware of and approved all of his actions of which they are now complaining. The 
Counterclaim is for breach, he alleges, of his severance agreement with CCO, as relates to his former employment with it. 

4 CCO filed in support of its application the affidavit of Maureen Ward, a solicitor in the employ of the firm of solicitors 
representing CCO herein, dated February 26,2003, (the "Ward Affidavit"). The Bankrupt filed his own affidavit, sworn March 
5, 2003, (the "Catahan Affidavit"), and the affidavit of the Trustee, sworn March 6, 2003 (the "Trustee's Affidavit"). 

5 The Ward Affidavit appends the pleadings in the Action, the basic documentation from the bankruptcy, and various letters 
between counsel relating to the bringing of the within application. It does not, as was raised by counsel for the Bankrupt, depose 
to the truth or correctness of the allegations in the Statement of Claim. Conversely, the Catahan Affidavit specifically denies 
the allegations raised by CCO in its Claim. I will return to this point, below. 

Test 

6 The granting of relief under s. 69.4 of the Act is a discretionary act of the Court. Section 69.4 provides that a creditor may: 

apply to the court for a declaration that [section 69.3] no longer operate[s] in respect of that creditor..., and the court may 
make such a declaration, subject to any qualifications that the court considers proper, if it is satisfied 

(a) that the creditor...is likely to be materially prejudiced by the continued operation of [section 69.3]; or 

(b) that it is equitable on other grounds to make such a declaration. 

7 Prior to November 30, 1992, the relevant provision of the predecessor to the Act was s. 69(1), which provided for a stay 
of proceedings upon bankruptcy, until the trustee has been discharged, "unless with leave of the court and on such terms as 
the court may impose". This, then, begs the question of Parliament's intent in making such a dramatic change in the language 
providing for the lifting of the statutory stay by the Court. In effect, did the test change? 

The answer to this appears to be no. While there have been cases addressing what material prejudice is: Cumberland 
Trading Inc., Re (1994), 23 C.B.R. (3d) 225 (Ont. Gen. Div. [Commercial List]), it appears that the approach of the Bench and 
the Bar, in Ontario, is that the pre-amendment cases are still persuasive. I conclude that the reason for this is that the approach 
of the Court in Ontario has really been one of assessing material prejudice or equity all along. I am guided to this conclusion by 
the decision of Registrar Ferron in Advocate Mines Ltd., Re (1984), 52 C.B.R. (N.S.) 277 (Ont. S.C.), and by the clear approval 
given to that decision by the Court of Appeal in Ma, Re, [2001] O.J. No. 1189 (Ont. C.A.), and Francisco, Re, [1996] O.J. No. 
2024 (Ont. C. A.). In the latter, the Court of Appeal approved of the reasoning of Adams J., as he then was, in which he found 
that, although not an "exhaustive codification of the policy underlying" the Act, Advocate Mines Ltd. is a "thoughtful decision 
attempting to articulate the type of grounds which may provoke the exercise of a judicial discretion". 

8 

9 In Ma, the Court of Appeal, after setting out the test in s. 69.4, went on to approve of the finding in Francisco that the role 
of the Court on a s. 69.4 application "is one of ensuring that sound reasons, consistent with the scheme of the [Act] exist for 
relieving against the otherwise automatic stay of proceedings." It went on to articulate that while the test is not one of whether 
there is a prima facie case, it is appropriate to consider if there is any case at all, as the complete absence of a case by the 
applicant would make the finding of sound reasons to lift the stay very difficult. From this, I conclude that sound reasons for 
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relieving against the stay are a proxy for the sufferance of material prejudice if the stay is not lifted. They are, in other words, 
opposite sides of the same coin. 

I have reviewed the decision of Deputy Registrar Sproat, as she then was, in the decision of first instance in Ma, Re. In 
that decision, found at (Ont. Bktcy.), Registrar Sproat found, at p. 6, that the proper test on a motion of this type is "whether 
the type of claim which the creditor seeks to advance against the bankrupt is of the type that should be allowed to proceed." 
Again, with the approval of the Court of Appeal, this must be taken to be a proxy for material prejudice being suffered if certain 
types of claims are not allowed to proceed. The Registrar also found that it is not the function of the Court to embark upon 
a scrutiny of the merits of the action. 

10 

11 What types of claims should proceed? Advocate Mines Ltd. provides an excellent starting point, but is not exhaustive. 
However, on this application, I need not go beyond Advocate Mines Ltd., as will be seen below. 

I wish to address here a submission made by counsel for the Bankrupt, as the same point is addressed by the Registrar in 
Ma. That is that the stay should not be lifted because the Bankrupt has no funds to defend it with while in bankruptcy. To this 
submission, I say that I agree with and adopt the Registrar's reasoning at p.8 of her decision in Ma, and find that the financial 
ability of the Bankrupt to defend the Action while in bankruptcy is not a factor to be considered on this application. The test 
is, after all, whether the creditor will suffer prejudice, not the Bankrupt. 

12 

Analysis 

13 Has CCO met the burden of demonstrating that the Action should be permitted to proceed? In my view, it has. The 
Bankrupt urges that, since CCO has not deposed to the veracity of the allegations in the Statement of Claim, while he has, under 
oath, specifically denied them, I cannot find that CCO has a claim which is of the type which should be permitted to proceed. 
I cannot agree with this submission, the Bankrupt is asking me to go beyond merely determining if the applicant has any case 
at all, and delve into the merits, on a weighing of affidavit evidence. That is clearly inappropriate, and beyond the scope of 
this application. In my view it is sufficient that the facts, as pleaded in the Action, make out a liability which, if proven at trial, 
would come within s. 178 of the Act. I am satisfied that they do. 

If I am wrong on this point, I also find that the Action is one which falls under point 2 of Advocate Mines Ltd., as not being 
amenable to the summary procedures for valuation under the Act. This even more so when the Trustee's Affidavit is considered. 
The Trustee's Affidavit indicates that CCO has not filed a proof of claim. While this does not deprive it of its standing on this 
application as a creditor, see Hodder, Re, 2002 CarswellOnt 3283 (Ont. S.C.J.), it does mean that the provisions of ss. 121(2) 
and 135(1.1) are not available to it. The Bankrupt argued strongly that all claims against the Bankrupt, including that of CCO, 
should be dealt with under the Act. There is authority to support this: Bowles v. Barber (1985), 60 C.B.R, (N.S.) 311 (Man. 
C.A.). However, if a creditor does not prove a claim, then the Act cannot apply to deal with its valuation. The creditor is not, 
at this point, or any point, obliged to prove its claim in the Bankruptcy. I see nothing wrong with it electing to pursue its claim 
civilly, if it can obtain a lifting of the stay. As well, the valuation of this claim by CCO, if a Proof of Claim were filed, would go 
beyond the scope of the type of hearing contemplated by s. 135. It would involve both of the co-defendants, and would invite 
the possibility of contradictory findings between the Bankruptcy Court and the ordinary civil Court on the balance of the Action 
against the co-defendants. Not only does all of this amount to this claim being the type which should be permitted to proceed, it 
also amounts to sound reasons to do so, and is evidence of material prejudice to CCO. CCO should not be required to prosecute, 
in essence, its action against the Bankrupt under s. 135, and the same proceeding in the civil Courts against the co-defendants. 
This would lead to a duplication of expense, and risk of differing outcomes. That is prejudicial on any objective basis. The 
Bankrupt argued, quite properly, that the Ward Affidavit does not allege any of this. However, I find that it is proper for me 
to take into account the obvious potential ramifications of declining to exercise my discretion in deciding upon its exercise. 
It would be an injustice to do otherwise. 

14 

15 Finally, CCO argued that material prejudice would be suffered if the stay was not lifted as it would be forced to carry on 
with the case managed litigation against the co-defendants without the ability to examine the Bankrupt for discovery. Again, this 
is not in the Ward Affidavit, but is an obvious result of the stay. This point was the subject of the unbidden written submissions. 
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As they are relevant, and as both sides have made them, I have considered them. I do not find the Bankrupt's position that 
CCO could move under Rule 31.10 of the Rules of Civil Procedure (the "RCP") for leave to discover the Bankrupt to be 
determinative. Without deciding the point, and mindful that headings are not conclusive, my view is that Rule 31.10 could not 
apply to a party. However, if I am wrong, I find that CCO would suffer material prejudice, even if able to use Rule 31.10, 
for the following reasons: 

i) Rule 31.10 imposes cost consequences on CCO; 

ii) Rule 31.10 limits the use of the transcript at trial as compared to the transcript of the discovery of a party; 

iii) a Rule 31.10 examination might not bring with it recourse to Rule 34.15(l)(b); 

iv) a Rule 31.10 examination would not address the non-availability of documentary discovery, as Rule 30.10 does not 
apply to a party; and 

v) there may be no ongoing duty of disclosure under Rule 31.09. 

For all of these reasons, the inability to discover the Bankrupt would lead to material prejudice against CCO. They also 
highlight the reason underpinning the cases which suggest that where there are multiple parties, the stay should be lifted. This 
would be notwithstanding any changes in the RCP regarding the definition of necessary parties to an action. On the facts of this 
matter, where conspiracy is pleaded, there is no question, in my mind, that to deprive CCO of even the smallest procedural tool 
to further its case would be materially prejudicial, and limiting its discovery rights against the Bankrupt, in any way, would 
be such a deprivation. 

16 

Even if I am incorrect in finding that this is the type of case for which there are sound reasons to lift the stay, and that 
not to do so would result in CCO suffering material prejudice, would it be equitable to lift the stay? In my view the answer to 
this is yes. A review of the Statement of Affairs indicates that CCO is, potentially, the largest single creditor, by far. There are 
only four creditors listed, including CCO. The next largest creditor, at $35,000.00 is Maria Catahan, followed by a $5,000.00 
credit card debt, and the unsecured portion of the Bankrupt's car lease, at $2,300.00. Given that CCO pleaded that its claim was 
as. 178 type claim three months prior to bankruptcy, and that the cause of bankruptcy appears to be the Action (see item 14 on 
Statement of Affairs), it would be inequitable to permit the Bankrupt to stall the Action pending the discharge of his Trustee, 
when he knew before bankruptcy that an allegation was being made that CCO's claims would not be released by a bankruptcy 
discharge. This was argued by CCO, and I agree. This might not be the case if the s. 178 allegation did not arise until after the 
assignment. Accordingly, I find that, even if I am wrong on the first part of the test under s. 69.4, it would be a proper case to 
exercise my discretion and declare the stay inoperative, on the basis of it being equitable to do so. To do otherwise would be 
to condone activity which might bring the integrity of the bankruptcy regime into question. 

17 

Finally, I wish to address the position of the Trustee. It does not oppose the relief sought, so long as it is not involved, and 
there is no cost to the Estate. I agree with the comments of the Registrar in Ma, that there is no authority to permit the Action 
to proceed without the Trustee as a party, even if only nominally. This is required if for no other reason than to bind the Estate 
to the outcome of the Action. The usual provision that the Trustee shall not be liable to discovery, documentary or oral, or for 
costs, unless it defends or takes a position in the Action, should be sufficient to protect the Trustee's position herein. If not, the 
Trustee is at liberty to move before the Court for further terms or directions. 

18 

Conclusion 

For the reasons set out above, an Order shall go declaring that the stay of the Action against the Bankrupt under s. 69.3 
of the Act is no longer operative, and that CCO is at liberty to continue its prosecution of the Action against the Bankrupt, for 
the purpose of obtaining Judgment, and a declaration as to whether the Judgment, if granted, falls within the provisions of s. 
178 of the Act. The Trustee is to be added to the Action, but shall not be liable to submit to oral or documentary discovery and 
shall not be liable for costs in the Action, unless it defends the Action or otherwise takes any position therein. If the parties 
cannot agree, I may be spoken to as to costs. 

19 
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Application granted. 

Copyridn C Thomson Rciucr? Canada Limited or its iiccnsorj (excluding individual court documents). AH rights 

reserved. 
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Ontario Supreme Court, In Bankruptcy 

Cravit, Re 

1984 CarswellOnt 192, [1984] O J. No. 2347, 28 A.C.W.S. (2d) 399,47 C.P.C. 31,54 C.B.R. (N.S.) 214 

Re CRAVIT 

Ferron, Q.C., Reg. 

Judgment: December 3,1984 
Docket: No. 31-216031 

Counsel: F. Oster, for applicants David and Diana Hemmings. 
S. A. Brunswick, for bankrupt. 

Subject: Corporate and Commercial; Insolvency; Civil Practice and Procedure 

Related Abridgment Classifications 
For all rdevanl Canadian Abridgment Classifications refer to highest level of case via History. 

Headnote 
Bankruptcy — Effect of bankruptcy on other proceedings — Proceedings against bankrupt — Before discharge 
of trustee — Granting of leave 

Practice and procedure — Stay of proceedings — Applicants seeking leave to continue action against bankrupt solicitor 
for damages for breach of contract in performance of legal services — Leave granted. 

The plaintiffs applied for leave to proceed with an action against the bankrupt solicitor on a claim for damages for breach 
of contract in the performance of legal services and for an accounting. 

Held: 

Application granted. 

The function of the Bankruptcy Court is not to inquire into the merits of the action sought to be commenced or continued 
but rather to be assured that such an action, falling within the s. 49(1) stay, should continue. This was the type of action 
which should be permitted to continue. 

Table of Authorities 

Cases considered: 

Advocate Mines Ltd., Re (1984), 52 C.B.R. (N.S.) 277 (Ont. H.C.) — applied 

Perry v. Gen. Security Ins. Co. of Can., 47 O.R. (2d) 472,4 O.A.C. 209, 11 D.L.R. (4th) 516, [1984] I.L.R. 1 - 1800, 
7 C.C.L.I. 231 (C.A.) — considered 
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Statutes considered: 

Bankruptcy Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. B-3, s. 49(1). 

Application pursuant to s. 49(1) of Bankruptcy Act for leave to continue action. 

Ferron, Q.C., Reg.: 

1 This is an application brought by David and Diana Hemmings under s. 49(1) of the Bankruptcy Act for leave to proceed 
with an action against the bankrupt. 

2 The bankrupt is a solicitor and the claim against him is for damages for breach of contract in the performance of legal 
services and for an accounting. 

Counsel for the bankrupt argued on the authority of Perry v. Gen. Security Ins. Co. of Can., Ont. C.A., 17th May 1984 
(not yet reported) [now reported 47 O.R. (2d) 472, 4 O.A.C. 209, 11 D.L.R. (4th) 516, [1984] I.L.R. 1 - 1800, 7 C.C.L.I. 231], 
3 

that plaintiffs obtained judgment against the bankrupt they have no cause of action against the negligent solicitor's insurers. 
He argues also that in any event there are no assets in the estate and no receipts anticipated for the payment of dividends and 
accordingly to give leave would simply be to perpetuate an action which, no matter what success the plaintiffs have, can result 
in nothing but a good deal of costs and wasted time. 

4 If I were to accept that argument as valid on this application, I would virtually decide the action. That is, in order to come 
to a conclusion that the plaintiffs should not be permitted to proceed I would have to conclude that the plaintiffs could either 
not succeed in the action in question or that if they succeeded they could not recover against the negligent solicitor's insurer. 

The function of the bankruptcy court is not to inquire into the merit of the action sought to be commenced or continued 
but rather to be assured that such an action, falling within the s. 49(1) stay, should continue for the reasons which I detailed in 
Re Advocate Mines Ltd., Ont. S.C., Ferron, Q.C., Reg., Toronto No. 31202288, 17th July 1984 (not yet reported) [now reported 
52C.B.R. (N.S.) 277]. 

5 

6 In my opinion this is the type of action which should be permitted to continue and accordingly there will be an order 
removing the stay and permitting the plaintiffs to proceed with their action against the bankrupt. 

Application granted. 

Copyriglu i'. Thomson Reiucrs Canada Limited or its licensors (excluding indiv idual coun documcius). All rights 

reserved. 
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1995 CarswellOnt 363 
Ontario Court of Justice (General Division), In Bankruptcy 

Francisco, Re 

1995 CarswellOnt 363, [1995] O.J. No. 917,19 C.L.R. (2d) 146,32 C.B.R. (3d) 29,54 A.C.W.S. (3d) 428 

Re bankruptcy of CASIMIRO ALMEIDA FRANCISCO 

Adams J. 

Judgment: March 31,1995 
Docket: Doc. Toronto Estate No. 31-292784 

Counsel: Pauline Bosman, for appellant BPCO, a division of EMCO Limited. 
Craig Colrairte, for respondent bankrupt Casimiro Almeida Francisco. 

Subject: Corporate and Commercial; Insolvency; Contracts; Civil Practice and Procedure 

Related Abridgment Classifications 
For all relevant Canadian Abridgmeut Classifications refer to highest level of case via History. 

Headnote 
Bankruptcy — Effect of bankruptcy on other proceedings — Proceedings against bankrupt — Before discharge 
of trustee — Granting of leave 

Construction Law — Construction and builders' liens — Trust fund — Breach of statutory trust 

Stay of proceedings — Leave to continue proceedings — Supplier claiming against company and its director for failure 
to pay moneys owing and for breach of trust under Construction Lien Act — Company consenting to judgment and 
supplier continuing action against director until director made assignment — Supplier's application for leave to continue 
proceedings dismissed — Leave granted on appeal — Role of bankruptcy court on application not being to inquire into 
merits of action — Court to ensure sound reasons exist for relieving against stay of proceedings — Construction Lien 
Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. C.30. 

BPCO sold and delivered $120,159.06 worth of roofing materials to C Ltd. The bankrupt was a shareholder, officer, and 
director of C Ltd. When it did not receive payment for the materials, BPCO brought an action against C Ltd. and the 
bankrupt for the unpaid amount and for breach of trust under the Constmction Lien Act (Ont). C Ltd. consented to summary 
judgment against it in the amount of $117,000. The order provided that the judgment was granted without prejudice to 
BPCO continuing its claim against the bankrupt. BPCO was unable to collect the judgment debt from C Ltd. and began 
an action against the bankrupt, who made an assignment in bankruptcy shortly thereafter. 

BPCO filed a proof of claim in the bankruptcy, but maintained that the bankrupt's liability survived discharge because it 
arose out of "fraud, embezzlement, misappropriation or defalcation while acting in a fiduciary capacity" within the meaning 
of s. 178(1)(^0 of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act. BPCO argued that C Ltd.'s failure to pay it out of project funds that 
were impressed with a statutory trust under the Construction Lien Act made the bankrupt liable for misappropriation or 
defalcation because he was acting in a fiduciary capacity. 
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BPCO applied for leave to continue its action against the bankrupt. The Registrar dismissed the application upon a finding 
that there was no finding of fraud or misrepresentation in the judgment against C Ltd. BPCO appealed. 

Held: 

The appeal was allowed and leave was given to continue the action. 

On an application for leave to continue proceedings, the role of the bankruptcy court is not to inquire into the merits of the 
action. It must ensure that there are sound reasons for relieving against the automatic stay of proceedings under s. 69. 

BPCO's pleadings were sufficient to bring its claim within s. 178(l)(d). As an officer or director of C Ltd., the bankrupt 
was liable under s. 13(1) of the Constmction Lien Act for a breach of trust. Therefore, it was arguable that he acted in a 
fiduciary capacity with respect to the beneficiaries of the trust relationship. Further, the fact that there had been no finding 
of fraud or misrepresentation in the judgment against C Ltd. was not material to the issue before the Registrar. The use 
of the words "misappropriation" and "defalcation" in s. 178(l)(i/) is not pejorative or accusatory; the words are applicable 
where there has been a failure to account for funds properly. 

Table of Authorities 

Cases considered: 

Abstainer's Insurance Co. v. Pellegrino (1989), 77 C.B.R. (N.S.) 108 (Ont. Dist. Ct.) — referred to 
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Smith v. Henderson (1992), 10 C.B.R. (3d) 153, 64 B.C.L.R. (2d) 144, 10 B.C.A.C. 249, 21 W.A.C. 249 (C.A.) — 
referred to 

Turnerv. MidlandDoherty Ltd. (1992), 13 C.B.R. (3d) 16, 70 B.C.L.R. (2d) 268 (S.C.) — referred to 

Statutes considered: 

Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. B-3 — 

s. 69 

s. 178(l)(rf) 

Construction Lien Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. C.30 — 

s. 8 

s. 13(1) 

s. 13(2) 
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Appeal from order of registrar dismissing application for leave to continue action against bankrupt. 

Adams J.\ 

This is an appeal from an order of Registrar Ferron dismissing an application for leave to continue with an action against a 
bankrupt. In considering an application for leave, the function of a bankruptcy court is not to inquire into the merits of the action 
sought to be commenced or continued. Instead, the role is one of ensuring that sound reasons, consistent with the scheme of the 
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. B-3, exist for relieving against the otherwise automatic stay of proceedings. 

1 

See Re Crav/r (1984), 54 C.B.R. (N.S.) 214 (Ont. S.C.); and Re Advocate Mines Ltd. (1984), 52 C.B.R. (N.S.) Ill (Ont. S.C.). 
On appeal, the reviewing court cannot substitute its opinion for that of the court of first instance given the discretionary nature 
of the decision appealed from. But such discretion must be exercised in accordance with legal principle. 

2 The appellant BPCO sold and delivered roofing materials to Caldense Roofing and Insulation Limited ("Caldense") between 
August 23,1988 and October 31,1989 for installation at construction projects on which Caldense was working. The amount due 
to BPCO was $120,159.06. Casimiro Francisco, Carlos Santos and Antonio Santos were shareholders, officers and directors 
of Caldense at various times. On February 16, 1990, BPCO commenced an action against Caldense and Francisco for these 
unpaid invoices and for breach of trust pursuant to the Construction Lien Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. C.30, as amended. Ultimately, 
Carlos Santos was added as a defendant, and Carlos Santos and Antonio Santos were added as Third Parties. Section 8 and ss. 
13(1) and 13(2) of that statute provide: 

8. — (1) All amounts, 

(a) owing to a contractor or subcontractor, whether or not due or payable; or 

( b )  received by a contractor or subcontractor, 

on account of the contract or subcontract price of an improvement constitute a trust fund for the benefit of the subcontractors 
and other persons who have supplied services or materials to the improvement who are owed amounts by the contractor 
or subcontractor. 

(2) The contractor or subcontractor is the trustee of the trust fund created by subsection (1) and the contractor or 
subcontractor shall not appropriate or convert any part of the fraud to the contractor's or subcontractor's own use or to 
any use inconsistent with the trust until all subcontractors and other persons who supply services or materials to the 
improvement are paid all amounts related to the improvement owed to them by the contractor or subcontractor. 

3 [R.S.O. 1990, c. C.30, s. 8.] 

13. — (1) In addition to the persons who are otherwise liable in an action for breach of trust under this Part, 

( a )  every director or officer of a corporation; and 

(b) any person, including an employee or agent of the corporation, who has effective control of a corporation or its 
relevant activities, 

who assents to, or acquiesces in, conduct that he or she knows or reasonably ought to know amounts to breach of trust 
by the corporation is liable for the breach of trust. 

(2) The question of whether a person has effective control of a corporation or its relevant activities is one of fact and in 
determining this the court may disregard the form of any transaction and the separate corporate existence of any participant. 
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4 It would appear the funds received by Caldense from construction projects were all deposited into one bank account without 
differentiating the various jobs and payments were made out of these funds on a running account basis. 

5 In his Third Party claim, Francisco alleges he was out of the country from July 1, 1989 to August 17, 1989 and further 
alleges that, in his absence and without his consent, the Third Parties caused Caldense to pay $100,000 to Antonio Santos from 
its general account comprised of monies paid to Caldense on account of the projects subject to BPCO's claim. The Third Parties 
deny that payment was made without Francisco's knowledge and assure that the monies paid were not from the projects subject 
to BPCO's action. 

6 Caldense consented to summary judgment against it by order of Hoilett J. dated May 9, 1990 in the amount of $117,000. 
Paragraph 2 of that order provides: 

This Court ORDERS that this judgment against the Defendant, Caldense Roofing and Insulation Limited is without 
prejudice to the Plaintiff continuing its claim against the Defendant, Casimiro Francisco. 

Paragraphs 4, 9 and 10 of BPCO's claim alleges: 

4. The Defendant, Casimiro Francisco resides in the Province of Ontario and was at all material times an officer, director 
and person having effective control of Caldense. 

9. The plaintiff further alleges that Caldense, in breach of the Construction Lien Act, 1983 appropriated or converted to 
its own use or a use not authorized by the trust the funds received on the projects referred to in paragraph 8 hereof and 
thereby caused the Plaintiff damages thereby to the extent of its claim herein. 

10. The Plaintiff further alleges that the Defendant, Casimiro Francisco was and is an officer, director and person with the 
effective control of the affairs of the Corporation and assented to and/or ac quiesced in conduct which he knew or ought 
to reasonably have known amounts to a breach of trust by the Corporation and is personally liable to the Plaintiff herein 
for such breach pursuant to Section 13 of the said Act. 

7 BPCO was unable to collect its judgment against Caldense, and the trial of the action against Francisco commenced on 
September 26, 1994 before Davidson J. After three days of hearing, however, the trial was adjourned to a date to be fixed in 
order to permit BPCO further discovery of Francisco on documents produced by him at trial and not previously produced. Costs 
were also awarded against Francisco. 

On October 28, 1994, Francisco made an assignment in bankruptcy, and on November 14, 1994 BPCO filed a proof 
of claim in the bankruptcy proceeding. BPCO, however, also took the position that Francisco's liability to BPCO survives 
his bankruptcy because it is a "liability arising out of fraud, embezzlement, misappropriation or defalcation while acting in a 
fiduciary capacity" within the meaning of s. 178(l)(d) of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act. The argument is that the failure to 
pay BPCO out of project funds received by Caldense made Francisco liable for misappropriation or defalcation while he was 
acting in a fiduciary capacity given that the funds were impressed with a statutory trust, the breach of which Francisco was 
made liable by s. 13(1) of the Construction Lien Act. 

8 

9 Section 178(l)(if) of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act provides: 

178. (1) An order of discharge does not release the bankrupt from 

id) any debt or liability arising out of fraud, embezzlement, misappropriation or defalcation while acting in a fiduciary 
capacity... 

10 Master Ferron refused leave to continue the action. His endorsement took the following summary form: 
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January 5, 1995 

— None of the items described in subparas. {d) or (e)  of s. 178 have been pleaded against the Bankrupt. 

— Further, the reasons for lifting the stay which I listed in Re Advocate Mines are not present. 

— The action against the company of which the Bankrupt was an officer has been concluded and Judgment rendered. 

In that action and in the Judgment there was no finding of fraud, misrepresentation, etc., against the company. 

The Bankrupt liability, if any, must be established through the company, that is, his liability is vicarious. 

It must follow that if the company has been adjudicated not to be liable on any grounds except breaching a simple contract, 
no liability under the Construction Lien Act can be attributed to the Bankrupt. It is not sufficient to suggest that the breaching 
the trust provisions [sic] of the Act can be established against the company in an action against the principal. 

This is not an appropriate case for lifting the s. 69 stay. 

With the greatest of respect, I have come to the conclusion that Registrar Perron erred in principle in rejecting the 11 

application. Therefore, this appeal must be allowed. Consent to the action continuing is granted. 

12 Without intending to usurp the role of the trial judge to decide otherwise on the facts established before him, I am satisfied 
BPCO has pleaded sufficient allegations to bring its claim, at least arguably, within s. 178(l)(a0. Francisco is alleged to have 
been a director or officer of a corporation who assented to or acquiesced in conduct he knew or should have known amounted 
to breach of trust by the corporation. Section 13(1) of the Construction Lien Act makes such a person "liable to the breach of 
trust." Thus, it is reasonably arguable that a director acts in a fiduciary capacity with respect to the beneficiaries of this trust 
relationship. For very similar fact situations see, for example, J.B. Allen & Co. v. D.E. Witmer Plumbing & Heating Ltd. (1992). 
12 C.B.R. (3d) 272 (Ont. Bktcy.), and Smith v. Henderson (1992), 10 C.B.R. (3d) 153 (B.C. C.A.). 

It should be understood that Re Advocate Mines Ltd., supra, is not an exhaustive codification of the policy underlying the 
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act. It is but one thoughtful decision attempting to articulate the type of grounds which may provoke 
the exercise of a judicial discretion. To view Advocate Mines as a limiting or exhaustive instrument is an error in principle. 
Moreover, I am satisfied the action in question is one in respect of which a discharge may not be a defence and, further, that 
the action had progressed to a point where logic dictated the action be permitted to continue to judgment. 

13 

While the action against Caldense had culminated in a consent summary judgment, the fact that there had been "no 
finding of fraud, misrepresentation etc. against the company" was not material to issue before the learned registrar. The words 
"misappropriate" and "defalcation" are not used in a pejorative or accusatory sense and are applicable simply where there has 
been a failure to properly account for funds. See Abstainer's Insurance Co. v. Pellegrino (1989), 77 C.B.R. (N.S.) 108 (Ont. 

14 

Dist. Ct.), and Turnerv. MidlandDoherty Ltd. (1992), 13 C.B.R. (3d) 16 (B.C. S.C.). 

15 Further, it was not for the registrar to determine that the liability of a director under s. 13(1) of the Construction Lien Act is 
merely "vicarious." I personally have difficulty with this conclusion given the wording of that subsection. But this is for the trial 
judge to determine. The consent judgment against Caldense was made expressly subject to the right of the plaintiff to proceed 
against Francisco. I do not appreciate the existence of any a priori legal principle precluding BPCO from establishing facts 
which demonstrate Caldense's conduct as a background to establishing Francisco's independent liability for breach of trust. In 
any event, this too is a matter for the trial judge. 

16 Accordingly, the appeal is allowed and the s. 69 stay is lifted. BPCO may continue its action against the bankrupt and in 
respect of which the applicability of s. 178(1 )(d) can be definitively determined. See Turner v. Midland Doherty Ltd., supra. 

17 I may be spoken to concerning costs on appointment. 
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Appeal allowed. 

End of Document Copyriyin C Thomson Reuters Gmacki Limited or its licensors (excluding individual conri documcnis). All rights 
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1976 CarswellOnt 63 
Ontario Supreme Court, In Bankruptcy 

Keeling, Re 

1976 CarswellOnt 63, [1976] O.J. No. 1623, 22 C.B.R. (N.S.) 192 

Re Keeling; Kazantzis and Kachanis v. Keeling 

Henry J. 

Judgment: April 20,1976 
Docket: Toronto No. 454/73 

Counsel: G. S. Gringorten, for applicants. 
J. L. James, for trustee. 
G. L Hill, for Fund Department. 

Subject: Corporate and Commercial; Insolvency; Civil Practice and Procedure 

Related Abridgment Classifications 
For ail relevant Canadian Abridgment Classifications refer to highest level of ease via History. 

Headnote 
Bankruptcy — Effect of bankruptcy on other proceedings — Proceedings against bankrupt — After discharge of 
bankrupt 

Practice — Leave to continue proceedings against bankrupt — Claims against bankrupt for damages occasioned by motor 
vehicle — The Bankruptcy Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. B-3, s. 23(10). 

Failure to obtain leave to proceed with the action does not make the writ a nullity, and the defect can be cured by the 
bankruptcy court granting the necessary leave nunc pro tunc: Trusts and Guarantee Co. v. Brenner, 13 C.B.R. 518, [1932] 
O.R. 245. [1932] 2 D.L.R. 688, affirmed in part 15 C.B.R. 112, [1933] S.C.R. 656, [1933] 4 D.L.R. 273. The discharge 
of the bankrupt and the trustee does not affect the matter. The trustee can continue to act and to be made a party by virtue 
of s. 23(10) of the Bankruptcy Act. 

Table of Authorities 

Cases considered: 

Re Barton, 14 C.B.R. (N.S.) 125, [1970] 3 O.R. 624 — applied 

Henry J. (orally): 

In my opinion the failure to obtain leave to proceed with this action does not make the writ a nullity, and the defect can be 
cured by this Court granting the necessary leave nunc pro tunc: Trusts and Guarantee Co. v. Brenner, 13 C.B.R. 518, [1932] 
O.R. 245. [1932] 2 D.L.R. 688, affirmed in part 15 C.B.R. 112, [1933] S.C.R. 656, [1933] 4 D.L.R. 273. The discharge of the 
bankrupt and the trustee does not affect the matter. The trustee can continue to act and to be made a party by virtue of s. 23(10) 
of the Bankruptcy Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. B-3. Leave will therefore be granted on the usual terms: see Re Barton, 14 C.B.R. (N.S.) 
125, [1970] 3 O.R. 624. It is not for this Court to decide if the plaintiffs can ultimately recover anything from the fund in the 

1 
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event that the defendant is held responsible for the accident and damages. I am persuaded that to exclude the plaintiffs from 
relief at a time when all parties have proceeded to discovery would be more prejudicial to them than the prejudice suffered by 
the defendant, the trustee and the Minister. The defence has conducted the litigation in the normal manner and is only deprived 
of its windfall defence created by the plaintiffs' failure to apply to this Court earlier when leave would have been granted. 
Although the plaintiffs' solicitor has clearly delayed this step for no accountable reason, defendant and Minister have not shown 
by any evidence that their conduct of this trial has been prejudiced, e.g., through loss of witnesses, and it cannot be said that 
plaintiffs' delay is so unconscionable as to disentitle them to relief, nor is there mala fides disclosed. 

2 This is not a case for costs. 

End oi' Document Copyrigln 'C Thomson Routers Canacki Limited or its licensors (excluding individual court docunicnts}. All rights 

reserved. 
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CanUI - Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, RSC 1985, c B-3 9/10/2015 

Stays of proceedings — bankruptcies 

69.3 (1) Subject to subsections (1.1) and (2) and sections 69.4 and 69.5, on the bankruptcy of any debtor, no 
creditor has any remedy against the debtor or the debtor's property, or shall commence or continue any action, 
execution or other proceedings, for the recovery of a claim provable in bankruptcy. 

End of stay 

(1.1) Subsection (1) ceases to apply in respect of a creditor on the day on which the trustee is discharged. 

Secured creditors 

(2) Subject to sections 79 and 127 to 135 and subsection 248(1), the bankruptcy of a debtor does not prevent a 
secured creditor from realizing or otherwise dealing with his or her security in the same manner as he or she would 
have been entitled to realize or deal with it if this section had not been passed, unless the court otherwise orders, but 
in so ordering the court shall not postpone the right of the secured creditor to realize or otherwise deal with his or her 
security, except as follows: 

(a) in the case of a security for a debt that is due at the date the bankrupt became bankrupt or that becomes due 
not later than six months thereafter, that right shall not be postponed for more than six months from that date; 
and 

(b)  in the case of a security for a debt that does not become due until more than six months after the date the 
bankrupt became bankrupt, that right shall not be postponed for more than six months from that date, unless all 
instalments of interest that are more than six months in arrears are paid and all other defaults of more than six 
months standing are cured, and then only so long as no instalment of interest remains in arrears or defaults remaii 
uncured for more than six months, but, in any event, not beyond the date at which the debt secured by the 
security becomes payable under the instrument or law creating the security. 

Exception 

(2.1) No order may be made under subsection (2) if the order would have the effect of preventing a secured credit 
from realizing or otherwise dealing with financial collateral. 

(3) [Repealed, 2012, c. 31, s. 418] 
1992, c. 27, s. 36; 2005,0.3,5.14,0.47,5.62; 2007, 0 .29,5. 9 6 , 0 .36, 5.36; 2012, 0 .  31, s. 418. 
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Court may declare that stays, etc., cease 

69.4 A creditor who is affected by the operation of sections 69 to 69.31 or any other person affected by the 
operation of section 69.31 may apply to the court for a declaration that those sections no longer operate in respect of 
that creditor or person, and the court may make such a declaration, subject to any qualifications that the court 
considers proper, if it is satisfied 

(a) that the creditor or person is likely to be materially prejudiced by the continued operation of those sections; or 

Cb) that it is equitable on other grounds to make such a declaration. 
1992, c. 27, s. 36; 1997,0.12,3.65. 
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